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Figure 1: Volume of breastmilk (in ml) 
on postpartum days 3 to 10 of treatment 
and control groups 
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• Mothers treated • Mothers treated 
with 350mg of moringa per day with a placebo 
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REASON 

09 
MORIMAXproteen TM 

MORINGA IS A SOURCE OF 

COMPLETE PLANT PROTEIN 

With all 9 essential amino acids, moringa leaves are an 
excellent source of complete protein. 

Adequate protein intake is essential for good nutrition and health. Proteins 

are made up of amino acids, some of which can be made by the body, while 

others, known as the nine essential amino acids, must be consumed in the 

diet. Some foods are a source of complete protein, meaning they contain an 

adequate proportion of all nine essential amino acids. While most complete 

protein foods are from animal sources, there are a few plant foods which 

also offer a complete protein package. Moringa is a unique example of a 

complete protein that is highly digestible and low in calories. Moringa 

contains adequate levels of all essential amino acids, including lysine and 

methionine, which are often limited in other vegetables. Aside from 

moringa being a stand-alone protein, the high levels of essential amino acids 

can compliment other foods that lack certain amino acids for a more 

balanced diet. The "quality" of dietary protein is best measured by the 

Protein DigestibilityCorrected Amino Acid Score (PDCAAS) which factors in 

both the essential amino acid present and their digestibility. Moringa has 

the highest ranking of 1 on the PDCAAS scale of 0-1. 
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�Sunpure Extracts 
Sunpure House Private Limited 
L-99 A, Dilshad Garden,
Delhi - 110095, INDIA
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THIS STATEMENT HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.




